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abstract constructed void
by: nimet anwar

The Big Hole Mine is one in a series of abandoned open-pit diamond mines 
in the city of Kimberley, South Africa.  The exceptional quality of this mine 
is that it is an external element, which is internalized within the city fabric.  
This displacement defines a contestation of scales, the colossal mine at the 
territorial scale next to the intimate small-scaled city fabric.  This thesis exploits 
the contrast between the giant and the miniature, to continually distort scalar 
perception.  The university campus is confined to a thickness, which does not 
act as a transition between the small, medium, and large; rather it produces a 

delay to redefine how big is big.
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constructed void

Beyond the notions of the natural and the urban, there has been limited speculation about 
the landscapes that are in between.  These sites, ranging from dams, canals, open-pit mines 
or any other resource production landscapes, are vital components that enable our cities.  
These colossal resource extractions on the earth’s surface define a new kind of sublime of 
the artificial.  It constructs a new type of curiosity, in which the public actively explores 
these voids, instead of solely seeking the traditional natural landscapes of the sublime.  
This pursuit of awe and wonder by the artificial has resulted in an increase of tourism 
within cities, transforming much of the city’s ‘residue’ into preserved landscapes, much 
like monuments of ancient civilizations, to encourage continued revenue for these sites.  

The mining industry in particular has transformed the excavation of these permanent 
forms into a temporary mode of production, therefore exponentially increasing the 
quantity of mines throughout the world.  This thesis asks the question, once the temporary 
mode of production is discontinued, what happens to the permanent traces of production 
in the earth?  Also, how does territorial preservation, beyond a sort of naïve nostalgia of 

these past forms define new futures for the present?

The Big Hole Mine is one in a series of abandoned open-pit diamond mines in the city 
of Kimberley, South Africa.  The exceptional quality of this mine is that it is an external 
element, which is internalized within the city fabric.  This displacement defines a 
contestation of scales, the colossal mine at the territorial scale next to the intimate small-
scaled city fabric.  This thesis exploits the contrast between the giant and the miniature, 
to continually distort scalar perception.  The university campus is confined to a thickness, 
which does not act as a transition between the small, medium, and large; rather it produces 

a delay to redefine how big is big.

introduction
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research



the natural and the urban

resource territories     

Beyond the notions of the natural and the urban, there has been limited 
speculation about the landscapes that are in between.  

These resource extractive territories, large manufactured voids in the earth, are 
vital components that enable our cities.  The context, resources, history, and 
memory of the city all contribute to how, where, and if these forms will be 
excavated for a specific site. This singular, finite intervention then contributes 

to the transformation of the city.

The context, resources, history, and memory 
of the city all contribute to the formation of 

these resource territories.

resource territoriesresearch
1514



resource territories: examplesresearch
1716

open-pit mining

dams

earth moving

escarpments



resource territories: examplesresearch
1918

snow roads

valleys

fracking

dunes



disciplinary interventions

As the quantity of these sites exponentially increase throughout the world, 
there has recently been a series of interventions to repurpose these sites.

The initial reclamation projects were highly driven by profitability for these 
landscapes.  As many of these early 20th century interventions quickly failed 
due to the high cost of transporting reclaimed materials and poor execution, 

there was a shift of what it meant to both reclaim and redefine.

Currently, there are two distinct pedagogy of how these territories are reclaimed: 
the operative vs. the image.

“... form matters, but more for what it can do than 
for what it looks like” 1

“For a landscape to be properly recovered it must be 
remade, designed, invented anew; it cannot simply 

be restored, as an old painting.” 2

disciplinary interventionsresearch
2221

operative vs. image intervention

1  Allen, Infrastructural Urbanism, 57.
2  Corner, Recovering Landscape, xi.      



disciplinary interventions: typesresearch
2322

ecological remediation of an open-pit mine art installation proposal at the bottom of an open-pit mine



operative image
(performance) (legibility)

(rede�ning both the performance and 
identity of these sites)

current reclamation interventions

constructed void intervention

Typically, within the current architectural discipline, the focus on these extractive 
territories is confined to operational modes of intervention where what the 
landscape does is more important than what it looks like.  Meaning, its form is 
limited to its performance, primarily through ecological production, with little 

consideration of the image. 

Within imaged-based interventions, which are usually confined to art 
installations, define powerful identities for these sites; however lack the addition 

of new layers of production and performance.

This thesis resituates the notion of a performance through experience, perception, 
and image; rather than through an almost scientific resolution.  The intervention 
simultaneously defines a legibility for the void and city while reorienting the 

consciousness of the public regarding these artificial landscapes.  

disciplinary interventions: interventionresearch
2524



tourism

As the quantity of these landscapes increase, as well as the number of 
interventions, both at the art and architectural scale, there has been a steady 

rise of tourism within these territories. 

These sites ranging from dams, canals, open-pit mines or any other colossal 
resource extractions on the earth’s surface define a new kind of sublime of the 
artificial.  It constructs a new type of curiosity, in which the public actively 
explores these voids, instead of solely seeking the traditional natural landscapes 

of the sublime.  

“…a monument persists both symbolically and physically. A 
monument’s persistence or permanence  is a result of its capacity 
to constitute the city, its history and art, its being and memory.” 3 

tourismresearch
2726

observation platform in peru

3  Rossi, The Architecture of the City, 60.



This pursuit of awe and wonder by the artificial has resulted in an increase of tourism 
within cities, transforming much of the city’s ‘residue’ into preserved sites...

...much like monuments of ancient civilizations, to encourage continued 
revenue for these sites.  

tourism: voidsresearch
2928

natural forms to the excavated voids the shift from the monument to the void as a source of tourism



the mining industry

At the global scale, mining is one of the fastest growing industries due to 
technological advances and the expanding needs of the developing population. 
The rapid growth of production over the past five decades has been greater 

than the last five centuries. 4

In addition to a greater quantity of mines, exploration and extraction is shifting 
to various regions of the world, ranging from developed to undeveloped 
countries. This surge in the mining industry is generating a strong 
competitiveness between various private corporations, which has driven an 

emphasis on cost efficiency.

“...mining is one of the fastest growing industries 
due to technological advances and the expanding 

needs of the developing population.” 5

the mining industryresearch
3130

the big hole mine in kimberley, south africa

4  Tatiya, Surface and Underground Excavations, 6.
5  Tatiya, Surface and Underground Excavations, 6.



One considerable result of the insistence on profitability in the mining industry 
is the disregard to social, ecological, and economic issues.6  Although a singular 
intervention would not be able to address all of the complex issues of open-
pit mining, it is vital to understand the relevance and urgency to intervene 
within the industry.  The problematic nature of excavation has led to a series of 

growing complications that in turn has a profound effect on the city. 

the mining industry: cost efficiencyresearch
3332

top headlines within the mining industry

6  Berger, Reclaiming the American West,  61.



The competitiveness and emphasis on cost-efficiency within the mining 
industry has also led to a transitory method of production.  Meaning, it is 
cheaper to excavate shallow mines, which exponential increases the quantity of 
abandoned mines throughout the world.  Although the mining is temporary, 

the traces of the inverted form, the void, are often large and permanent.

This thesis asks the question, once the temporary mode of production is 
discontinued, what happens to the permanent traces of production in the 
earth?  Also, how are these artificial landscapes, redefined beyond a sort of 

naïve nostalgia of these past forms to construct new futures for the present? 

research the mining industry: cost efficiency
3534

some of the largest abandoned open-pit mines



Although there are multiple lenses in which mining can be examined, ranging 
from scale to products produced to the different stages of mining, I will explore 

site specificity through location.  

Due to the instability of mines, ranging from structural issues to toxic run off, 
the majority of these voids are excavated in isolated areas or at the periphery of 
cities.  It is typically quite uncommon for mines to be located in the city center.

the mining industry: mines and the cityresearch
3736

mine within the citymine at the peripherymine with no context



argument



the site

The small scaled urban fabric of Kimberley is disrupted by the centrally 
located Big Hole mine.  Currently it is a tourist attraction, in which both the 
inhabitants and tourists only experience the mine as a contradiction to the city.  
Although this provides an immediate gratification for the viewers, there is a 

limited perception of scales.

 “It [the big hole mine] is an asset, which in time, 
will form the hub in a wheel of tourism initiatives 

branching out all over the Northern Cape.” 7

the siteargument
4140

kimberley, south africa

7  Thebighole.co.za



the site: kimberleyargument
4342



the site: kimberleyargument
4544



the site: kimberleyargument
4746



The Big Hole diamond open-pit mine is one in a series of abandoned mines 
located in the city fabric of South Africa.  The exceptional quality of this mine is 
that it is an external element (mines are typically on the periphery of the city), 

which is internalized within the city fabric.   

This displacement defines a contestation of scales, the colossal mine (the 
territory) next to the small-scaled city fabric (the intimate), that represents the 

gigantic mine as a void within the city.

the site: the big holeargument
4948

the big hole mine in kimberley, south africa

the big hole mine  in the center of the city



When first excavated, the mine served as a vital source of economy for the city 
of Kimberley.  Once the mine was abandoned in 1914, there was no longer a 
use for the void, meaning the mine and its surrounding area was left dormant, 
with little activity or accessibility.8  The once prominent feature of Kimberley 
transformed into a liability and source of disturbance for the city.  As the 
curiosity of tourists shifted within the last 40-50 years to seeking an artificial 

sublime, there was a reengagement with the mine.

Recently, there have been additional investments for the mine by private and 
public sources, such as the construction of the Kimberley Mine Museum, to 
redefine the surrounding area of the mine.  Also, the city is currently in progress 
to register the mine as a world heritage site, in order to ensure a continuing 

preservation of the site.9  

the site: tourismargument
5150

viewing platform for the big hole mine, 2014

8  Thebighole.co.za
9  unesco.org



boundary conditions

The disconnect between the mine and city has resulted in the disappearance 
of the abandoned landform in the urban fabric.  The scale and presence of the 
mine is most perceived in aerial views, where it is represented as incredible 
landscapes surrounded by dense city fabric.  However, most inhabitants only 
experience the artificial landform on the border between the city and the mine 

with no accessibility, visibility, or engagement.  

The current impermeable boundary, at the scale 
of the subject, impedes on the perception of scales 

between the city, the mine, and the subject.

boundary conditionsargument
5352

impermeable boundary



boundary conditions: privileged vs. typicalargument
5554

aerial privileged experience typical perspective of the inhabitants



boundary conditions: typicalargument
5756

typical perspective of the inhabitants around the big hole mine



scales

This thesis exploits the contrast between the giant and the miniature, to distort 
scalar perception through architectural interventions.  It does not act as a 
mediator or scale transition between the mine and the city; rather it exploits 
the colossal size of the mine to serve as a distorted relative scale.   It is not a 

transition between the small, medium, and large.   

This delay is constructed through providing a constantly shifting scale within 
the university, which manipulates perception, of how big is big.

This delay is constructed through providing a 
constantly shifting scale within the university, 

which manipulates perception, of how big is big.

scalesargument
5958

the contestation of scale



campus strategy

The program, which is a university campus, produces a delay, between the 
intimate scale of the city fabric and the territorial scale of the mine.  The formal 
and programmatic strategy of a campus is conducive to the thesis of distorting 
scales, because various scaled programs, spaces, and activities are required for 

a university. 

Typically, the form of the university is often confined to two main urban logics.  
First, there is the autonomous campus that is typically contained, with little 
to no connection to the city.  The second, the urban campus, is dispersed 
throughout the city; however many times lack a strong identity as a campus. 

The program of the university campus produces 
a delay, between the intimate scale of the city 

fabric and the territorial scale of the mine. 

campus strategyargument
6160

the distinction between city and campus, rice university



The autonomous campus defines a cohesive identity for the university by 
emphasizing its boundary.  The facades line the interior of the university, while 

the back of house lines the periphery of the campus.

While the city campus is contextual and deployed throughout the city with 
no singular image.  The main facades are related to the urban fabric, while the 

back of house is internalized.

campus strategy: urban logicsargument
6362

autonomous campus: rice university
urban campus: nyu



-contained form
-defined image

-disconnect with the city

-dispersed through the city
-contextual

-embedded within the city fabric

-blurred boundary
-defined image from the aerial view, but contextual at 

the subjective view
-embedded within the city fabric, but with formal 

and scalar difference

campus strategy: urban logicsargument
6564

autonomous campus urban campus constructed void campus
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concepts

 This thesis exploits the dichotomy of scale, between the city and mine, to 
define a distortion of scale for the subject through the image and experience. 

The image (or legibility) of the university is defined through the supergraphic 
of the grid.  This composition constructs a flattened 2D system, at the territorial 
scale, only perceived at the privileged aerial view.  The experience of scalar 

perception is created at the intimate scale of the subject.

The image (or legibility) of the university is 
defined through the flat supergraphic of the grid 

at the territorial scale.  

The experience of scalar perception is created at 
the intimate scale of the subject.

conceptsdesign
6968

the site plan of the constructed void



This perversion is evident at the urban scale, the buildings that define the 
campus construct a strong image for the campus as a whole.  While exploiting 
the singular void of the mine, the campus wraps itself, with grid logic, to present 

over scaled objects (relative to the city) as the composition of the campus.  

The scale of these objects are too large for the city...

Due to the tapering of the buildings, the footprints at the ground level are 
similarly scaled to the surrounding city context.  This produces a distortion 
for the subject due to the perception of relatively small-scaled buildings, when 
traversing from the city to the campus; however, in reality the buildings, at the 

aerial view, are oversized blocks for the city.  

...but too small for the mine.

concepts: the urban scaledesign
7170

site plan diagram: overscaled blocks ground floor diagram: contextually scaled blocks



concepts: the urban scaledesign
7372

shifting floorplates are the result of the tapered forms



The sectional shift that exists throughout the campus, defines a 
scalar shift that is not perceived.  Due to the long span of the site, the 
transformation of the buildings, from one floor to seven floors, is never 

overtly obvious to the subject. 

concepts: the urban scaledesign
7574

section shift across the university



concepts: the architectural scaledesign
7776

varying architectural elements throughout the campus

thick walls along the south facade



concepts: the architectural scaledesign
7978

glazing along with north, east, and west facades tapering lightwells and vertical circulation



drawings and photos

The drawings are organized into four types of representation- the standard 
architectural drawings, the oblique elevations, the catalogue, and the perspectives.

The standard drawings, the site plan, plans, and sections, represent organizational 
and compositional ideas of the campus.  Due to the large span of the site, the 
obliques serve as a form of compression, which indicate the sectional shift, 
the campus relationship to the mine, and to the rest of the city.  The catalogue 
highlights various activity that takes place within the university, while defining 
smaller blocks that share courtyards.  And finally, the perspectives exhibit 

experiential views of the inhabitants and visitors.

drawings: site plandesign
8180

site plan

ground floor plan and top view of the model

50’0 200’



design drawings: plans
82 83

underground level plan ground level plan
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design drawings: plans
84 85

third level plan fifth level plan
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design drawings: sections
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section through campus

section through mine
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design drawings: oblique elevations
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east facade oblique elevation



design drawings: oblique elevations
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north facade oblique elevation



design drawings: catalogue
92 93

catalogue the tourist block



design drawings: catalogue
94 95

the recreation block the sports block



design drawings: catalogue
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the leisure block the greenscape block



design drawings: perspectives
98 99

aerial view of the campus



design drawings: perspectives
100 101

two point perspective



design drawings: perspectives
102 103

the public ground



design drawings: perspectives
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the public ground



design drawings: perspectives
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inside theater, looking across the mine



design drawings: perspectives
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design model photos
110 111

top view of the university west elevation



design model photos
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northwest aerial view of the campus southwest aerial view of the campus



design model photos
114 115

aerial view from the south side of campus zoom in to the greenscape block 
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